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Abstract: In this short communication, we revised a mathematical theory on scientific research created by doctor Francisco
Bulnes, to be applied in the modern research, which proves, and explains the unity that must exist in applied and theoretical
research to obtain true results considering the necessary and sufficient contents in a scientific research. Also because of this
theory is deduced a mathematical theory of engineering, that is to say, a mathematical theory of the imagery and creativity
necessaries in engineering research. Banach spaces are created and used to develop the doctor Bulnes’s theory, which determines
a methodology of scientific research based in mathematics, or at least whose rector axis are the mathematics. Here the difference
of knowledge levels are showed in evident way, classifying the research in three levels, where the fundamental level is the
creation of a good and consistent theory. After in second plane will come the application of this theory in the inductive or applied
sciences level creating a sub-theory. Finally, in the level more applicative or technological, we will have the prototypes, which
will derive in the technological products giving solution to society necessities. One principal result of this theory is that the
engineering does technology on energy.
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1. Introduction
A new research theory has been created in the last 20 years
by the Dr. Francisco Bulnes, which has been working in
mathematical theories very enclosed with the quantum field
theories, theoretical physics focused in the gravity and
nanotechnology in nanomaterials and nanomedicine [1-3]. In
the last years also have had development the quantum
electronics, where are searching advances in quantum
communication, artificial intelligence, and advanced energy
transducers. Developments in photonics and spintronics until
does little, are determinant to produce advanced technology
to quantum electronics in diverse processes where are
required other principles in the science, new physics and
more fine re-interpretations of the topologies and modern
geometries. The prospective in the use of the energy process
of the electrons conduct to major developments of the

advanced electronics considering no only their photon but
also the manager of their spin giving as result the spintronics
[4]. This last also consider to the electron as the fundamental
particle in all the processes of transference and information
to the manager of other particles considering basal and
transitory states of the electron through technologies as are
the dots, magnetons or spin-transistors [5-9] (see figure 1).
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2. The Fundamental Bulnes’s Theorem
on Modern Research
Theorem (F. Bulnes) 2. 1. [14] A). X LAB is isometric to

EFISMAT B). Φα (tβ ) = X LAB (Φα ) .
Proof. [15].
A grosso modus, the theorem says to the A), that X LAB ,

B)

C)
Figure 1. A). Liquid light to help to the development of future advanced
electronics in the threshold of the spintronics in the transducers design. B).
Direct sum of states to establish the curvature energy by the field
ramification [5-7]. C). Surface of energy to a metallic structure whose
energy and prohibit trenches of energy in the solid were obtained applying a
elementary electric charge that produce a planar constant superconductivity
[8, 9].

In the 90’s decade, the Dr. Bulnes creates a mathematical
theory on the engineering called FET (Formal Engineering
Theory), which developed his research in his trips in the
south East of Mexico and Cuba country [10]. After, and
adding tools of Lie groups and their algebras, likewise as
electronics theory, he creates a research theory which he
called
modern
research,
since
incorporates
the
nanotechnology and the quantum field theory. After of
various years in a visit to United Kingdom, he gives a
seminar of three days in the London city with the purpose of
share this new view of the scientific research focused to new
knowledge areas. In addition, his research method has been
applicable to the reviewing of the British journals indexed in
SCOPUS [11-13] (See figure 2).

Figure 2. Book on reviewer record and reports of papers published and
revised in British journals of mathematics, physics and technology. This
book reported more than 100 papers revised All contents have registers in
Publons [12, 13]. B) Biography of outstanding scientist registered in United
Kingdom Record Guinness. Book published by Melrose Place Press,
Cambridge, UK [11]. The Editor of this book is Sara Rains.

and EFISMAT follow the same metric of acknowledge (in
times and advances in research). An example has been the
research line given for curvature sensors.
The incise B), says that the obtained results in laboratory
must be congruent with the obtained results in the theory.
Furthermore, establishes an identity inside the knowledge
creation (epistemology of the science) an equivalence
inescapable inside the knowledge creation, because much
knowledge can be produced with improves of the existing
technologies and for other way, the experimental research
must be founded in the theory of the knowledge. Both are
measurable in duality.
This generates certainty and consistence of the research
prospective [16].
Such as affirms, the doctor Francisco Bulnes, the field
observables are elements of H * where H * is the
2-cuadrable measures energy signals space1.
In the modern research, the managing of the time is
fundamental. Likewise, are established priorities inside the
research classifying to the research projects and lines respect
to the time as projects of large, average and short scope.
The research time can be designed as time series, that is to
say, to risk the objectives for steps. This obeys to the proper
research evolution. What defines that evolution? The
research development. How to establish that this research
development is the most optimal? This obeys to the efficient
causality principle in the Universe, which affirms that any
optimal effect or efficient effect must come from an efficient
cause. Then is necessary an optimal design of the cause. Here
is where starts.
The time is the shortest length between cause and effect.
Proposition (F. Bulnes) 2. 1. The efficient cause inside the
research theory comes from a good theory.
Proof. See [17].
All application will be corollaries of this good theory.
Then the theoretical knowledge is fundamental.
However, also we have through an universal principle that
the cause is included in each one of the applications, because
effect is included in the cause and cause also is included in
the effects. The great mathematician Hilbert (the Modern
Euclides) says:
“The best application of the acquired acknowledge is a
good theory”.
In the research method for fundaments, the causality is
given in the design of a ThΣ consolidated through
publications in indexed and arbitrated journals and reviewed
1 We consider the mapping T : H → H *
f (x) a T(f (x)) = µ(x) [18, 19].

with rule of correspondence
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by academic pairs. Likewise, the research ethic is normed for
the rules established to accredit the scientific work. Then we
can to define:
Def. (F. Bulnes) 2. 1. The ethic in the research is the moral
quality or harmony between the individual in relation to a
scientific work.

opto-electronics,
electronics,
semiconductors
and
superconductors, robust programming.
We fix as research problem, some problem related to the
design, creation and functioning of a transducer. Then in the
context of the technological prototypes are considered the
following commutative diagram [20, 21]:

3. Research in Engineering

ThApp

Really, there are three fundamental aspects to the formal
engineering theory (FET):
a) The engineering is the creation of the technologies in
base of managing of the energy.
b) The engineering is the final product of the fundamental
sciences: Mathematics and Physics.
c) The engineering is the constant searching of the
improvements in process and developments in
technology.
Likewise, we consider E the set of mathematics and
physics knowledge, Φ the set of mathematics and physics true
knowledge. Th the theories space that can generate and Iσ

{π j }

transducers research. Who is Iσ ( EFISMAT ) → ThΣ0 → 0 ?
What is necessary to know in the ambit of the mathematics
and physics to create a transducer? Here is where enter the
space Iσ ( EFISMAT ) . Likewise we have for one side, in the
mathematics part, the functional analysis, the differential
equations and geometry.
For other side, in the physics part, the physical systems
dynamics, the electromagnetism, optics, acoustics, fluid
mechanics, thermodynamics, pneumatics and modern physics.
Then in the inferior level of Iσ ( EFISMAT ) is required a more
specialised knowledge of mathematics and physics: solid state,
circuits, servo-systems, control theory, stability theory,
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→

SubThΣ

↓
↓
{π K }
↓
{π K }

→

Ψα

↓

↓

π*

→

Ψ , ∀ j ∈ [α ]

→

↓

π*

→

↓
π*

→

→

↓,
P

→

↓
P

where Ψ α is the models algebra of the class α

{π j } is a set of prototypes which are choice the π K to

develop through the application of a theory ThApp → SubThΣ
the optimal prototype π * .
This optimal final prototype is a product if can give a
solution to a society problem: P → 0 .
Example 3. 1. We want manufacture a special rod with
maximum resistance tension with minimal displacements u (t )
in their inner. The special rod could be a technology tσ on

the existing, which we call tα belonging to the class α of
beams and pillars. First in the level of theoretical research the
Bulnes’s research method can be described to this research
type as [17, 21] (figure 3):

Figure 3. Blocks diagram of research in physical dynamics.

After in the prototype level ThApp → SubThΣ we have
their evaluation given for the value of the Bulnes’s integral of
execution of the technology:

Exe ( tσ ) =

∫α ϕγ Φα A(Φα (E

FISMAT

Φ

which will derive in an integral of energy

)) µ (Φσ E )

the set

l

u

2
Patron

∫

= GS (t )u '2 (t )dt
0

l

∫

≤ ES1 (u 2 (t ) + u '2 (t ))dt
0
2

≤ GS1 u (t ) 1,2
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ThApp − Theory obtained through the experimental study

where G is Young’s modulus, S (t ) is the area of the
cross-section with S0 ≤ S (t ) ≤ S1 and u (t ) is the
displacement of the cross-section of the rod at point t in the
longitudinal direction. We have supposed that at t = 0 is
fixed, that is to say u (0) = 0 .

4. Conclusions
The new proposed method who is author, the Dr. Francisco
Bulnes, has as rector axis the mathematics. This is advantage
in the research in any area or theme, because obligate to study
the things by their essence and fundament. The research in
engineering using the research by fundamentals has to do it
under levels of the same research scheme established for the
method, where are acquaintances three steps or levels in the
case of the commutative diagram: the first level is determined
for the development of a sub-theory considering the morphism
ThApp → SubThΣ . The second level consists in the

and applied science.
SubThΣ − Sub-theory of the specialised knowledge.
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G
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